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Since 1998, there have been some speculations about future transport of significant quantities and concentrations
of other actinide nuclides than the four currently listed in the regulation for the safe transport of the radioactive
material. Therefore, it raised a need to specify exception limits for such actinides.
Additionally, the total fissile nuclide mass per consignment of excepted packages was limited in the 1996 edition
of the regulations (a conveyance limit is preliminary supported in the 2003 revision). The proposed changes of
the rules have to take this new control into account.
The European Community (DGTREN) decided to fund a project related to this subject.
In order to define credible exception limits, it was necessary to have reasonably accurate data for all actinide
nuclides. Then the authors of the study decided to perform calculations with different codes (MONK, MCNP,
CRISTAL, SCALE) and different cross-section libraries (JEF2.2, ENDFB, JENDL, etc.). This article presents
the work achieved and gives propositions of modification for the LAEA requirements for the Safe Transport of
Radioactive Material related to, firstly, the list of the fissile materials, and secondly, the rule to determine the
quantities of actinide nuclides that can be excepted from the requirements for the packages containing fissile
materials. The participants acknowledge the DGTREN who made this work possible due to its support.
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1. Introduction dimension of the package in Woodcock and Paxton
calculations is always greater or equal to

Currently, the IAEA Regulation for the Safe lox IOX10 CM3 ) a new method to define fissile
Transport of Radioactive Material 1) only considers exception criteria is required.
233u, 235u, 239pu and 24 'Pu as fissile materials whereas
other actinide nuclides are capable of sustaining a 2. List of fissionable actinides
chain reaction on their own. In order to propose a
modification of the regulation to take into account The evaluations only include nuclides with half-
additional actinide nuclides, which present a potential lives greater or equal to 45 days although shorter half-
hazard in terms of criticality, the European lives may need to be considered in transport.
Community (DGTREN) decided to partially fund a Radioactive decay of some nuclides into more reactive
working group gathering IRSN, EMS, DTLR (now nuclides is an additional consideration that is not
Dff) and SERCO. evaluated. An example is 233 Pa, which cannot support

The first goal of this Group was to define the list of criticality directly but decays into 233U. Minimum
actinide nuclides able to sustain a chain-reaction and "cooling time" after production of the nuclide as well
to calculate the minimum critical masses of those as maximum length of transport should be established
actinides. Then, as most of those actinides are before a detailed evaluation is carried out.
supposed to be produced and transported in small in this article the term fissile is for nuclides that can
quantitie 2 some exception limits (mass limits) were sustain a chain reaction with thermal neutrons and
determined; for a mass of nuclide per package lower fissible is used for nuclides that can only support a
than its exception limit, there will be no need to assess chain reaction as metal.
the criticality risk. In order to define the criticality hazard of each

The current fissile exception rule, in terms of actinide nuclide, different parameters have been
excepted masses, is based on Woodcock and Paxton studied:
calculations performed in the 1960' S4). Since the - the ETA parameter () as a function of energy; it
maximum number of packages per consignment gives the capability of a given isotope to increase
increased (the Woodcock and Paxton calculations the number of neutrons in a system for any
were performed with 5x5O packages) and the case of incident neutron energy (TI(E) is equal to
accidental configurations need to be assessed (the cTKE)*v(E)/(Y.(E)),
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- the k infinite parameter of a given actinide; it gives Table I List of actinides nuclides
the possibility for a single nuclide to reach the
criticality state in an infinite medium. Element NuclideSpectrum Element Nuclide Spectrum

Different cross-section evaluations were studied,
Actinium 227Ac NONE Americium 24'Am FASTsuch as JEF2.2, ENDF/B-VI.8, JENDL3.3.

When il is above I for a certain energy range, there Thorium 22"Th NONE 14'-Am SLOW
is a possibility of criticality. The studies also pointed
out the impact of inelastic scattering (e.g. for 127 Ac, 2"Tb FAST -Am FAST

23 'Pa, ... ) to determine if an isotope can sustain a 'Tb NONE Curium ""Cm FAST

chain reaction (il can be greater than 1.0 above the 23'Th NONE 20CM SLOW

fission threshold but, if inelastic scattering is more Protactinium 23'Pa NONE 2"Cm FAST
likely than fission, it will scatter the neutrons below . I
the fission threshold). Uranium 132U SLOW 20CM SLOW

For kinf, the infinite neutron multiplication factor, 2"U SLOW -Cm FAST
pure metals are calculated for all actinide nuclides.
For actinide nuclides that are potentially fissile with &Uu FAST 141CM SLOW

slow neutrons, mixtures with water are also calculated. 2-5U SLOW 20Cza FAST
The evaluated data have to be processed before use

in the computer codes. The processing includes 2Mu NONE MCM FAST

condensation over energy into various numbers of 'U NONE Berkelium 24"Bk SLOW

energy groups for use with codes such as SCALE and Neptunium -Np FAST mBk ?
APOLLO. The processed cross section libraries are
expected to determine the results. The computer codes 'Np SLOW 2ORk FAST

are not expected to make any significant difference for '7Np FAST Californium 2"Cf FAST
these simple systems. However some calculations 2OCf SLOW
performed with the sme libraries but different codes Plutonium 2MPu SLOW
show unexpected discrepancies: actually, most broad 237pU SLOW 25'Cf FAST
group codes use a fission spectrum for each isotope
but do not include variation with incident neutron ImPu FAST 151a SLOW
energies; this led to a 10% difference in k infinite 2"pU SLOW 252Cf SLOW

between MCNP and MONK. When MONK-BINGO 2-Pu FAST -Cf FAST
was used (it models the incident energy dependence as
does MCNP) ten the 10% difference disappeared. 241 Pu SLOW EinsteiniUM 212 Es ?

Consequently, it is important to note that this -Pu FAST Es SLOW

phenomenon can have large effects, for metals, and 2" Pu FAST Fermium 217 Fm ?
should terefore be modeled.

Mendelevium 2OMd ?
During the project, new cross section data became

available in the form of detailed evaluated libraries as 3. Critical masses obtained
well as in tables and charts. Comparisons of data from

different libraries can be used to predict and Given adequate cross sections, it is easy to evaluate
understand the behaviour of actinide nuclides. The the individual properties of each actinide isotope. The
criticality properties of nuclides from different properties selected here are kf, the infinite neutron
libraries, even from different releases of the same multiplication factor and kff, the effective neutron
library, sometimes vary considerably. multiplication factor for spheres of metals and of

As a result of this large variation, it was felt mixtures with water. Calculations first focussed on
relevant to list thermal NUBAR values for all actinide bare systems and systems reflected by water and steel.
nuclides. Some large discrepancies can be observed Calculations include the best estimates of each
for ... U and "6Np (30%); some smaller differences property using available information.
are also obtained for 241AM, 243AM, 242CM 2CM, The values of the critical masses have been
247cM, 249Cf and 252Cf (-5%). calculated with:

Finally the list of actinide nuclides capable to sustain a - SCALE 44 with sequence CSASIX and the
chain reaction with slow or fast incident neutrons is ENDF/B-V 238-groups library (EMS),
given in the following table 1. - MCNP4C2 with various releases of ENDF/B (-V -

V1.2, -VI.5 and -VI.8) and ENDL (-3.2 and 3.3)
as well as JEF 22 and ENDL-92 continuous
energy cross section libraries (EMS),

- JEF2.2 evaluation, APOLL02-Sn
(CRISTAL VO. 1) and 172-groups (IRSN),
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- JEF2.2 evaluation and TRIPOL14.1 Monte Carlo Calculations have been performed with: 235 U, 233U,

(continuous) code. 239pU 2IpU and 212mAm in thermal energy spectrum
The values obtained with Monte Carlo codes and 237 Np, 2" Cm and 238 Pu in fast energy spectrum;

(MCNP or CRISTAL) were determined with a those nuclides correspond to the actinide nuclides
standard deviation (a) on the k effective lower or already present in the regulation ( 235U, 233,U, 239 Pu,
equal to 0001 0.1% in Ak); most of IRSN results are 241 Pu and, ao, 238Pu) and the ones where large
based on calculations presented in details in ). discrepancies with the different calculations between

It appears that the values of critical masses are very CRISTAL (IRSN) and SCALE or MCNP (EMS)
similar when we use a continuous code or a multi- appeared (237 Np, 244 Cm and 242mAm).
groups code with JEF2.2, except for 236pU. The calculations were carried out for the following

The same values are obtained with ENDF/B and masses per packages:
JEF2.2 for: 232u, 233u, 234u, 235u, 238PU, 239Pu and

240 Pu. The values differ: Table 2 Mass of nuclide per package
- by less than a factor 2 for 23'Np, 241PU, 242PU, Mass of actinide nuclide per p kage

24 'Am, 242"Arn , 243 Am '243cM, 244cM, 245cM, 247cM; Actinide Mass per package Reflector

23 236PU; nuclide (g)
- by a factor 2 to 7 for 5Np, U 235 15, 10 and 
- by a factor 30 for 242CM. U 233 15, 10 and 

Pu 239 15,10, 5 and 20 cm of water
The differences of NUBAR alone can't explain Pu 241 5, 1 and 0.5

these discrepancies. -Am 242m 1, 0.5 and 01
Np 237 10000 and 0DO

Some very large differences on the masses have Cm 244 10000 and1 000 30 cm of steel

been obtained for 242CM (factor 30). This should be Pu 238 1 000 and 500

explained by the data coming from the ENDFBNI
evaluation, which have to be revised. The calculations 4.1 Normal conditions of transport
achieved with JENDL3.3 give more consistent results.

For 232U, the effect of the greater value of the ETA The number N, of packages that could lead to a
parameter with fast neutrons explains the lowest criticality hazard in normal conditions was determined.
critical masses obtained for metal system. Each cubic package dimension is greater or equal to

For 236pu, new evaluations with ENDF/B VI-8, INIOxIlOcin�. In order to be consistent with the
JENDL-3.3 and JEF2.2 with point-wise energy regulation, it is postulated to have 5N, packages close
spectrum give a smaller minimum critical mass in case together.
of a moderated system. The calculations with Then different calculations were perfori-ned,
APOLL02 libraries 172 groups) and ENDF/B-V depending on the mass m(X) per package, to fmd the
(238 gr.) give an opposite conclusion. number of 5N, packages leading to kff + 3a = 095
The discrepancies point out the importance of the (CSI equal to 50).
safety factors that will be used for the definition of the The aim is to find the relations N = f (m(X)) that
exception limit, depending on the confidence in the lead to no criticality hazard.
data. For that purpose, for each case (thermal or fast

spectrum) the most constraining configuration (as a
4. Definition of some exception limits function of the geometry and the moderation of the

fissile material) was determined:
To prevent criticality hazards during a transport of -for the thermal spectrum fissile actirlide nuclides,

excepted fissile material, both normal conditions it is a homogeneous distribution of the fissile
(array of packages) and accidental conditions of material and water of density less or equal to ;
transport (eventually mixing of fissile material of -for the fast spectrum fissible isotopes, on the
many packages) must be considered. The contrary of thermal spectrum fissile actirlide
configurations studied are given in the Fig.l. nuclides, the most constraining case was found

Hypollicsis t'�'j fill -,i/e ortfic aamgc with a concentrated fissile material (metallic
IOXIOXIO call' Sit wwmll condition o ftarlsix)n) crystalline form).
N(,) guarafities oti te peojmtry aer wi,,wcidomt The calculations were first performed with 2 types
jii(X) per lackage of reflectors depending on the considered actinide
`Nhiuluif nuclide 20 cm of water for moderated systems and 30

2N cm of steel for fast neutrons systems). Calculations
were performed with and without 'a steel wrapper to
take into account the possibility of having "Type "

kl'�C,'&,O�%�,�,, packages.
For the thermal fissile isotopes, the "standard

moderator" first used was water. Some others
moderators have been checked like CH2 and Carbon,
in order to compare with the results obtained with

Fig. I Configurations ofarrays studied water,
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The calculations were performed at IRSN using For this example, the number of packages (5N,)
APOLLO 2 172gr - MORET 4 programs and also leading to 095 is 530: then N, is 106. The same
TRIPOLI 4 program to check some cases with steel method was used for ach isotope and each mass.
(CRISTAL VO package). Finally, the results are plotted in Fig. 4.

Crosschecking calculations were performed at
SERCO with the MONK program to confirm the Calculations were achieved with the 3 fast
APOLLO 2 - MORET 4 results. Those crosschecking spectrum "fissible" isotopes 237 Np, 244 Cm and 231pU.

calculations used the development version of the In those cases. on the contrary to (thermal) fissile
ANSWERS Criticality code MONK 9 allowing isotopes, the most constraining cases are found when
application of the new BINGO collision processor. All the fissible material is concentrated, with crystal
calculations have been performed using a JEF2.2 based density (metal density).
nuclear data library with a hyper-fine group stiucture. Calculations were also carried out with a steel

238pU_Crosschecking calculations were also performed at wrapper around the . the reactivity increases with
EMS for some cases. the steel thickness. There is a better reflection in each

For the fissile actinide nuclides thermal spectrum), package when there is a steel wrapper around e
the multiplication factors for 3 4 or different arrays package (steel is a good reflector in fast spectrum),
giving a keff around the value of 095 were calculated. Calculations were also performed with a steel wrapper
For example, for g of 235U homogeneously placed for 244 Cm and 23'Np under a crystal form, but an
in a1000 CM3 package filled with water (density of opposite effect was found, as the reactivity is lower
water lower than 1), the results are: with a steel wrapper. This is due to the fact that, in the

k- case of 244 Cm and 237 Np, m(X) values were far from
Hwa2�&sWMwof10gofUMxWw.t.

RdlecW 2D= w&r the critical masses and the shapes of the cross sections
of those isotopes are different: wen the spectrum is

MWff 30p.Mo. softened (with steel), ETA (cTf*v/a.),becomes lower
-We" 6U ?'48pu.
-W2*a 7M than 1 wile it remains greater than I for

For fissible nuclides:
the crystal form is the most constraining form
for those miclides,
the steel wrapper increases the reactivity for the

Of 238pU Of 2311pucase with lkg per package.

0.7- 4.1.2. Accidental conditions of transport
The number N2 of packages that could lead to a

0.6 criticality hazard in accidental conditions was0 X0 4W 6W 1XU

determined. In order to be consistent with the
Fig. 2 Homogeneous distribution of g of 235 U and transport regulation for fissile material, 2N2 damaged

Water - 4f = f(mass of water) packages into the most constraining form (sphere)
were considered.

Then, we calculated the number of packages 2N2
After those calculations, with the following Fig. 3 leading to k,ff = 0. 95 maximum allowable mass).

giving the maximum of the multiplication factor Maximum allowable masses were determined with

(+ 3cr) for each array, the number of packages that CRISTAL (APOLLO2 - S 2D 20 gr)) in order to

leads to kff + 3u = 095 is interpolated:
H. d=b tw define the N2 value. For the cases with steel. we

wr- assumed that the steel wrapper is removed, in order to
k.. 3-k...fjN..*wfp..k.9-j

take the most constraining case (when steel is

homogeneously mixed with the fissile medium, the

reactivity decreases due to steel absorption). The fact

of taking steel into account would allow carrying a

higher number of packages.

k. 0.� N2 is calculated as follows:
N = (1/2)*(Allowable Mass(X) m(X)).

09 With m) the mass of actinide nuclide X per

package and the Allowable Mass is the minimum

mass of nuclide X in a sphere (with the reflector -

water, steel or lead- that gives the lowest mass value)
M 'W 6W

�b.ap.an..(Um) that gives a k-effective equal to 095.

235 Calculations have been performed with the same 
Fig. 3 Homogeneous distribution of g of U nuclides as for the normal conditions of transport:

and water - 4f = f(Number of packages) 235U, 233U. 239 Pu, 241 Pu and 242mAm in thermal energy
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spectrum and 237 Np, 244 Cm and 238 Pu in fast energy The principles to set tile rule are the following:
spectrum I the exception rules will be set considering the

The Fig. 4 gives the numbers N, and N2 depending accidental conditions only and it will be verified,
on the mass m(X) per package (for the actinide for the ass limit per package obtained, that the
nuclides studied). It shows that the accidental accidental conditions are more limiting than the
conditions are always more limiting than the normal normal ones (fig 4)
conditions up to a mass of actinide nuclide per 2. every possible environment and configurations
package. For large masses of actmide nuclides per (reflectors, moderators, mixtures ... will be
packages, the normal cases become more constraining. considered; actually, if the package is excepted,

When the number of packages allowed gets close to there will be no chance to re-check the real
I package (this means we are close to the allowable configurations of transport,
mass of each actinide nuclidc), the most constraining 3. the minimum of packages leading to a criticality
case. is obtained with the normal conditions of hazard will be greater or equal to 10 (N > 0); this
transport (for example, with 15g of 239pU per package, will guarantee a dilution of the medium and reduce
N1=8 and N2=13). the consequences of human errors.

4. the current limit of 15 g per package for 235U in the
4.1.3. Other points regulation .'will be kept.

Other parameters that ay influence the reactivity, During the discussions above, it appeared that, the
have been studied, such as: exception limit of mass per package should take into
- other moderators than "standard" water moderator account:

or other reflectors than "standard" water (thernial - the effect of different types of reflectors, more
spectrum) or steel (fast spectruin) reflectors, limiting than the ones required in the current IAEA

- Non-uniform repartition of fissile material, regulations; actually the excepted packages will not
- mixture of actinide nuclides. be checked by the safety authorities, in terms of

These effects will need to be assessed for the criticality; thus, most of the configurations must be
definition of the excepted mass limits. taken into account; the effect of different types of

moderators also has to be considered; the ctical
4.2 Exception limits proposition mass will be reduced with a safety factor FI,

-a safety margin of 5% on k effective, to take into
As calculations were performed to deterinine the account all unknown phenomena (mixture,

most limiting case between normal and accidental repartition of the fissile niedimn): the citical mass
conditions of transport for nuclides, it was then will be reduced with a safety factor F2,
possible to set a rule and give an exception mass limit -the knowledge on the cross-sections has to be taken
for each of them. Theii. te rule and the exception into account (reduction of the critical ass by a
limits will be extended to the other actinide nuclides. factor 173),

Nunberofallowable packages M, N2) MhoLt steel wa pper
LM5, U233, Pu239, Pu24i ad AZ42m: arrdyneflect.d by 20orn of Mer In an homogeneous inlidura of water an Issile atin1do

Np237, Cm244 and PLj238: array reflected by 30cm of stool Wth a crystal density cube In the cnter of each package

loon
U 25 homogeneou:

A U 233 hDrnogerleou
Pu 239 horn onoous
Pu 241 homogeneous

N11
10000 Am 242m homogenGoLmNp 237 crystal
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Fig. 4 Number of allowable package depending on the
mass per package
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5. Conclusion
- the number of packages that can lead to criticality in

accidental conditions must be greater than 10 (a A list of actinide nuclides that present a potential
human error leading to a WO package array should criticality hazard has been defined.
be safe). Minimum critical masses were calculated with
The consignment limit will be introduced and various cross-section evaluations and various codes;

should be less than half of the critical mass. some discrepancies were observed that pointed out the
The excepted mass per package could therefore be importance on safety margins for the evaluation of

determined as follows: some isotopes.
I- define the minimum of the critical mass Then, criticality calculations on arrays of packages

Mc(min) obtained for common moderators containing various masses of isotopes per package
(water or mist of water) and reflectors (water for were performed, giving the number of allowable
thermal energy spectrum or steel for fast energy packages for every quantity of mass per package.
spectrum) obtained with the different codes, Finally, a method is proposed to set some exception

2- set a "reflector/moderator correction factor" criteria. The next table gives the values obtained.
F1 for the critical mass to take into account the
possibility of other reflectors, other moderators Table 3 E eption limits

(for fissile actinide miclide only), heterogeneity NuclidejMgroup (g)m- (g*uclid+1group (g)m- (g)

of the moderator (for fissile actinide nuclides 229Th - - 246CM 1760 140
only); as a first step, this factor has been set to
0.8 for fissile actinide nuclides ad set to I for 232u 700 55 247cM 50 4

the others (this factor could be discussed), 233u 130 10 1411CM 1700 140
3- set a "margin correction factor" 2, to take 234u 00 211CM

into account a safety margin of % in Akff; this 31500 26 1180 100

factor has been derived fi-orn calculations when 235u 1 190 15 247 Bk 2800 230
available, otherwise it has been set to 0.8 (the 490 24
value obtained with this factor applied to the 40 813k - -
critical mass keff--l) is very close to the values 236NP 4 0.3 24Bk 10400 850

of allowable masses k,.ff--0.95) calculated), 237NP 10100 840 24ICf

4- set a "library correction factor' F3, due to the 236pu 249cf
libraries uncertainties; derived from the observed 350 30 3 0.25

discrepancies (if no comparison exists the factor 237 Pu 7 0.5 2-10Cf 250 20

will be set, as a first approach, to 02), 238PU 1880 150 251cf 1 0.08
5- determine the safe mass I

Msafe = F1.F2.F3.Mc(min), 239pu I 110 9 252 Cf 230 20

6- deteiinine the allowable mass per group of 24oPu 6200 510 254Cf 180 15

packages Mgroup = Msafe/2 2 groups of 24 'pu 60 5 252 Es -- -
packages will still be safe in accidental
conditions, 242pu 12200 1000 2.14 Es 2.5 0.2

7- determine the allowable mass per package 244pu 21
m = Mgroup/12; 12 was set to fd a value of 1 4800 400 'Fin - -

15g per package for 23SU; then 242cm. 610 50

m = F1.F2.F3.Mc(min)/24 243cM 16 1.3 241,ALM 8800 730
8- check on the Fig. 4 that for the mass m*, the 244cM 0 242

number of allowable packages in accidental 4200 35 Am 4.5 0.3

condition (N2(M*)) is less or equal to the number 245cm. 10 0.9 2"Ain 29400 2400
of allowable packages in normal conditions
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